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LAST-ORDER in YOUR LIFE!

PREFACE

Hello! The name's Eretto!
Here's an Accelerator and Last Order book. My fourth one to boot!

The undying, Accelerato love... Ah, I so love this pairing!
Accelerator being the main focus and listening how he says "KIHARAKUHUUU" during the second half of the "To Aru Majutsu no Index" anime was really the best that comes to my mind!

As for the original, seeing Misaka Worst join the Yomikawa household and gaining a power-up from that normal day-to-day, it was like what elves. Makes me not want to avert my eyes away!

Starting from this one, I will be using a new title!
Nowadays, I'm thinking of ways on what direction the story should head to.

And this ended up having its comedic elements stand out more.
All unfamiliar parts will be covered with love!

Well then, I present to you the main story.

UTSURA URARAKA
YOU TWO WILL BE MAKING FOR DINNER

I'M AFRAID THAT WE'LL BE RELYING ON WHAT-EVER

SEE YOU LATER

SAYS MISAKA AS MISAKA HAPPLY SEES YOU OFF!

DOOR CLOSES

okay!
TCH, WHAT A BOTHER

AND YOSHIKWA HAVE REPORTS ALREADY LEFT

I ALREADY KNOW ABOUT THAT, BRAT.

Yeah!

IF THAT’S THE CASE THEN GO OUT AND PREPARE TO MAKE DINNER!

Humm Ho-humm

ROGER!

HAPPILY REPLIES MISAKA AS MISAKA LOOKS FORWARD TO THIS.
I really messed up last time.

But like hell I'll let that happen again!

I did in front of this brat no matter what!!!

Yeah!

I must absolutely erase that embarrassment.
The heck are these?

Hey...

Sautéed onion bacons, onion salad

And onion gratin. Also, some onion soup!

Proudly announces Misaka the menu Misaka thought of.

Just what exactly are you trying to make?

There are so many onions!!

Just where the hell did you get such an idea like that!!!

You were so earnestly wishing for onions yesterday

Con-fesses Misaka!!

I don't recall wanting that shit!!!

Haaa! The fuck are you talking about?!!

It was just last night and---
Here, Hime.

This could be my chance to inspect how cute Accelerator's face looks when sleeping. "Says Misaka with excitement!"

Night Vision: On

Onions... Onionsss... Uwaah...

Mmm.
AND HOW COME YOU SEEMED A BIT TOO FINE WITH ALL THESE !!!

ISN'T THAT JUST A DREAM OF YOURS !?!

AND THAT WAS THE DREAM YOU'RE HAVING TELLS MISAKA ♡

IN THE END

THEY DECIDED TO MAKE THOSE.

ONION

WHILE THE BRAT IS SLOWLY DOING THAT, I GUESS I'LL CUT UP THE OTHERS.

WHEN SLICING, YOUR FINGERS SHOULD BE LIKE THIS.

LIKE THIS?

YEA

OH
Poh

I'll be slicing those guys for you.

I'm fine. Leave it to me!

Hey kid, what's happening?

Aiyaa. This onion's struggling back.

Murmurs through her tears.
I'll cut those.

I won't let those bastards.

He's referring to the onions.

Keep making you cry.
TIME TO HELP OUT THE BRAT!

OKAY

TIME TO TURN YOU F*CKING ONIONS INTO SCRAP!

Whaat! You're really gonna do that, Accelerator?!
THESE THINGS ARE QUITE PERSISTENT IN MAKING PEOPLE CRY!

AND EVEN WITH ME CUTTING, NOTHING SEEMS TO HAVE CHANGED!

BUZZ OFF!

DON'T TELL ME THAT YOU'RE ABOUT TO CRY TOO?

SYMPATHIZES MISAKA AS MISAKA EXPRESSES HER INNERMOST THOUGHTS.
YOU BRAT! DON'T TELL ME THAT YOU'LL FUCKIN' WATCH AND SEE ME SHED A TEAR, DON'T YOU!!!
LIKE HELL I'M GONNA SHOW YOU BRAT SUCH AN LAME SIDE OF MINE!!!

TAKE THAT!!!

HOW'S THAT!

REACTING AGAINST THESE TEAR-JERKERS IS SO FRICKIN' EASY! LET'S GET THIS DONE WITH!!!
MISAKA NETWORK, DISCONNECT!

ORDERS MISAKA AS MISAKA USES MISAKA'S LAST RESORT.

THE F**K ARE... YOU DOING... YOU BRAT!!!

*FLAT LINE*

HEHEE! WITH THIS, NOTHING CAN STOP ME FROM SEEING YOU CRY!

WHY YOU @~-

!!!
COME ON. JUST GIVE UP ALREADY! LET YOURS-SELF BE SEEN CRYING!

BEAG MISAKA

GOTCHA

LIKE FUCKING HELL YOU'LL SEE ME CRY!!!
Don't mind me, just getting what I forgot to bring along.

But you already saw Misaka crying so it's a nice trade-off!

Entices Misaka with all of her heart?

The fuck are you babbling about!
OH, SORRY TO DISTURB YOU TWO...

Crying In The Goggles

CHEERS MSAKA TO THE BEST MSAKA CAN.

DON'T BE SO SAD, ACCELERATOR. YOU COULD STILL FIX HOW THEY SEE OF YOU!
Fin

onions
Here is a “Best-Order” to you!

From hereon, this would be an illustration corner. Illustration on the left used on the non-fabric bag. I was aiming for something pop, easy to understand and that AccelXlo love!

The image color is that of Last Order's light blue. Really, these two can handle summer! Well, they're such a passionate that they can handle winter! So perfect!

This one on the bottom is a dropped sketch. They're in normal proportion. While unique on its own way, this felt like their faces look older than it should! It'd really by nice if all of the other goods are drawn this way!
Here is a "Best-Order" to read.

LAST ORDER IN YOUR LIFE!

Illustrations for the bear-styled tags.

I so wanted to make Accelerator look like he has no experience whatsoever, hehe.

Not to mention looking like he's protecting Last Order from something like he tends to do.

The two under it are dropped sketches.

I always have a hard time picking which of the two hairstyles I should draw on Accelerator.

Either way, they're both look great!!!
This one is the draft and line drawings of the cover. Although Even Ikahashi has no time to spare, I so wanted these two to be drawn. I guess it's up to me then.

Seeing a child wearing an apron makes one's heart burst with such wonderful feelings!

In that stronghold of mothers typically known as the kitchen, a kid may seem unreliable, but it's also where she could do her utmost best. Yeah, that place there!

Accelerator is being aversive.

And that's how he seems to be!

In a sense, he's someone you wouldn't know what's he gonna next! Aside from thing concerning Last Order, that is. Ah, he's so scary!
Here is a “Best-Order” to you!

Eretto totally forgot the KIIHARAKUUUUUUUN!!!

あとがき

And that's how a certain cooking story ends! So, how was it?

Comparing this with "Last Order for Your Eyes" series, it feels like this has more comedic elements.

I kinda tweaked the personalities of the characters a bit too much. Like reducing how nicely they get along which has significance in itself. But, doing this as a challenge for myself was fun!

I'm aware that there are so many ways in making a story. And that's the part that I want to improve more.

Recently, my coughing hasn't stopped and has gotten worse/
Oh yeah, sleeping on the floor feels so very nice! Well, saying that, I guess that outcome is to be expected.

Really, sleeping on the bed is a serious matter!
Health is of utmost importance, right. I'll try do some exercise! Yeah, that'll be my mission starting this fall onwards!

I almost forgot! There's a small AccelLO only event!!!
Typically, I don't know whether my group would join or not. But this one is something that I need to go toooo!!!
Well then, until next time! Thank you very much!

UTSURA URARAKA
100万ドルのベストオーダー！
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